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ABSTRACT 

Offshore container is a portable unit, specially designed for repeated use in the transport of goods or equipment 

to, from or between fixed and/or floating offshore installations and ships. Container is normally designed and 

manufacture by using industry accepted standard Structural Members and the Lifting frame for analysis is 

designed in 3D software Solidworks. Lifting frame design consists of selection of beams, material and decides the 

size according to equipment being carried. The impact performance of new product is a major concern of a new 

design. The test procedure has to comply with international standards, which establishes minimum mechanical 

requirements, evaluates yield stress and deformation characteristics of products. The rapid developments in 

numerical analysis and simulation techniques, faster computing ability, and greater memory capacity, are 

allowing engineers to create and test new products in virtual environments. Through finite element analysis 

(FEA), these sophisticated simulations provide valuable information for designing and developing new products, 

as well as 

perfecting existing ones. Manufacturers have found this method eminently useful, as it helps them to achieve 

better productivity at a lower cost per unit, and develop engineering components that are easy to manufacture, 

and which make the most economic use of their materials. 

Drop test is generally carried out to check the strength of the component against free fall. Offshore equipment 

Ex. Manifolds, Flowhead, etc. is mounted inside lifting frame, which is a cagestructure created for the transport 

and safety of equipment. When lifting frame is transported from one place to another in event of loading or 

unloading, crane release it just above the ground or ship deck.  This can results into impact on the lifting frame 

and subsequently on equipment inside. This 

consequently results into high stresses and strain and eventually failure of the structure. Physical drop test 

involves huge cost of testing and enormous time, which can be replaced by Finite Element simulation of Drop 

test. In this thesis work, a new design for offshore container lifting frame is proposed and is tested using FEM as 

per DNV standards. 

Key Words: Offshore Container, DNV 2.7-1, Lifting Frame, Drop Test, Solidworks, CATIA. 
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 I.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History of Offshore Container certification 

The origins of offshore container regulations and standards lay in the Safety of Life at Sea Convention, or SOLAS 

treaty. SOLAS was created in 1914 as a reaction to the Titanic disaster. Thirteen countries initial associated, but 

World War I prevented it from going into force. International agreement and adoption of SOLAS became the first 

major project of the IMO) when it first convened in 1958 as the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative 

Organization. It was then, as it is now, a specialized agency of the United Nations devoted to the safety and security 

of ships and the prevention of sea pollution. SOLAS went into force in 1965. It was revised in 1974 to simplify the 

process for amending the treaty. The treaty also included a “tacit acceptance” procedure where amendments will be 

automatically entered into force unless member nations file objections. SOLAS calls for all ships flagged by its 

member states to comply with minimum safety standards in construction, equipment and operation of merchant 

ships. 

1.2 Offshore Container 

1.2.1 Offshore Container Definition: An offshore container is a portable unit with a maximum gross mass not 

exceeding 25,000 kg, for repeated use in the transport of goods or equipment, handled in open seas, to, from or be-

tween fixed and/or floating installations and ships. 

 

1.3 Offshore freight containers. 

An offshore container built for the transport of goods, which can include general cargo containers, cargo baskets, 

bulk containers, special containers, boxes and gas cylinder racks. Offshore portable tanks are also included in this 

category. These are used to transport dangerous goods used offshore, and must also meet the International Maritime 

Dangerous Goods code. 

Figure 1.1 offshore freight containers 

A. Offshore service containers 

Custom-built containers for a specific task those are generally temporary. Examples include labs, workshops, 

power plants and control stations. 
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Figure 1.2 Offshore Waste Skip 

B. Offshore waste skip 

            A container which holds waste can be open or closed. 

C. Skids/Lifting Frame 

Offshore containers are also commonly called “skids” in the offshore oil and gas community, as they are often used 

to transport large components to drilling and production rigs. These can be as simple as frames that hold the 

contents. The skid, along with its contents, is sometimes referred to as a “skid package.” 

 

Figure 1.3 Offshore Skid/Lifting Frame 

II.  MESHING 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) provides a reliable numerical technique for analyzing engineering designs. The 

process starts with the creation of a geometric model. Then, the program subdivides the model into small pieces of 

simple shapes (elements) connected at common points (nodes). Finite element analysis programs look at the model 

as a network of discrete interconnected elements 

2.1 Solid Mesh 

In meshing a part or an assembly with solid elements, the software generates one of the following types of elements 

based on the active mesh options for the study 

Linear elements are also called first-order, or lower-order elements. Parabolic elements are also called second-order, 

or higher-order elements. A linear tetrahedral element is defined by four corner nodes connected by six straight 

edges. A parabolic tetrahedral element is defined by four corner nodes, six mid-side nodes, and six edges..  
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 III.  PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In order to achieve better performance and quality, the product design and manufacturing use a number of prototype 

tests (overload test, fatigue test, and impact test) to insure that the product meets the safety requirements. The test is 

very time consuming and expensive. Computer simulation of these tests can significantly reduce the time and cost 

required to perform a new product design. Create a FEA methodology to perform drop test simulation as per 

parameters considered in standard DNV 2.7-1 .These parameters are listed below [1] 

1. The frame shall be lowered or dropped on to a workshop floor of concrete or other rigid structure. 

2. The frame shall be inclined so that each of the bottom side and end rails connected to the lowest corner forms 

an angle of not less than 5° with the floor. 

3. However, the greatest height difference between the highest and lowest point of the underside of the frame 

corners need not be more than 400 mm. As per DNV Common Structural steels for primary structure shall be 

choose from below. Extra high strength steels, with specified yield stress above 72,000 psi, shall not be used. 

 Carbon steel 

 Wrought alloy aluminium 

 Carbon-manganese steel 

 Low alloy steel. 

 

Chemical Elements ASTM A500 Grade 

B 

Carbon, max. % 0.26 

Manganese, max. % 1.35 

Phosphorus, max. % 0.035 

Sulphur, max. % 0.035 

Cooper, when cooper steel is 

specified min. % 

0.20 

        Table No. 1.1 Chemical Properties of ASTM A500 Grade B 

3.2 Modeling and Simulation 

3.3 Beam Selection for Container 

DNV drop test requirements and bending in any directions, below is beam Sizes that have been selected for Design 

and to create model with basic structure. 

1.Rectangular Tube 10” X 6” X 0.375” Qty. 9 for Base and Top Frame Portion. 

2.Square Tube 6” X 6” X 0.375” Qty. 4 for all Corner Beams. 

3.Rectangular Tube 14” X 6” X 0.25” Qty. 2 for Forklift Pockets. 

4.Square Tube 4” X 4” X 0.25” Qty. 5 for all top support beams. 

5.Plate 133.40” X 77.20” X 9” Qty. 1 as Payload 
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Figure No.1.4 Complete 3D Model without Payload 

3.4 Meshing of 3D Model 

A key step of the finite element method for numerical computation is mesh generation. The automatic mesh 

generation problem is to divide a physical domain with a complicated geometry say, an automobile engine, a 

human’s blood vessels, or the air around an airplane into small, simple pieces called elements, such as triangles or 

rectangles (for two-dimensional geometries) or tetrahedral or rectangular prisms (for three-dimensional geometries). 

Meshes are also categorized as structured or unstructured. A structured mesh is a regular cubical grid, or the 

triangular mesh. Unstructured meshes are much more versatile because of their ability to combine good element 

shapes with odd domain shapes and element sizes that grade from very small to very large. Solid type unstructured 

Meshing is used to create mesh for lifting Frame/container Using Solidworks simulation. 

Below steps are followed for meshing the frame. 

1.Import the geometry. 

2.Defeaturing the geometry by removing small holes, small fillets and trimming small extended surfaces etc. 

3.Nodes are merged at welding location. 

4.High quality mesh is selected in order to get accurate simulation result. 

5.Jacobian 4point option is selected to check element quality 

6.High quality mesh generates parabolic tetrahedral solid elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure No 1.5 3D Model Meshing 
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 Since this is a bulky model automatic mesher in Solidworks selected solid type mesh. Standard Meshing in 

Solidworks Activates the Voronoi-Delaunay meshing scheme for subsequent meshing operations. By selecting high 

quality mesh option, the software Assigns 10 nodes to each solid element: four corner nodes and one node at the 

middle of each edge (a total of six mid-side nodes). Below Table shows total no of nodes and elements in created in 

FE model. 

 

Figure No 1.6 Aspect Ratio Plot 
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 IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

From the simulation results it’s confirmed that no Element/geometry goes beyond the Min Yield Strength of 

Material which shows that there is no plastic deformation in the frame. Maximum Stress is showing on Lower most 

corner of beam which touches the rigid floor first is 28,108 Psi. Max stress is observed at the expected location, 

because it hits the rigid floor and experience the max stress. FOS to yield is 1.63 which indicates the lifting frame 

has passed Drop Test Stress Criteria 

4.1 Time V/S Von-Mises Stress Graph 

From the result, the graph for equivalent von-Mises stress versus time was constructed. Starting from 128 

microseconds until 3200 microseconds, the stress was increase based on the Load impact. The stress increase 

because of the Impact is increase due to the lifting frame weight and payload. This is the relationship between the 

load applied and stress occurs. Based on the graph shown in figure 5.8, the result exposed that the minimum 

equivalent von-Mises stress is 0 Psi when time taken reaches approximately 700 microseconds. The minimum values 

of this stress means that Impact is not started yet. When time is increase, the stress also increase directly proportional 

to the time until reaches the maximum stress. 

Resultant Von-Mises Stress Plot 

V. CONCLUSION  

finite element analysis of drop test is conducted in order to determine the Max Stress and Max Displacement. 

Inclined drop tests as per DNV Requirement and considering the worst case with corner impact, is successfully 
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 simulated in Solidworks Simulation. The simulation results are compared with DNV Allowable Values and the 

Lowermost Corner which touches Rigid Floor first while drop test found to be experiencing Max stress and longer 

beam of base frame getting most deflection with FOS more than 1.DNV standard does not specify any value of 

plastic strain which can be considered as bench mark for comparison, DNV examination is based on visual 

inspection and NDE performed on the welds after Drop test. No significant plastic deformation is observed in FE 

simulation which also can be co-related with testing. The simulation results adds confidence to the modeling 

approach and endorses the mesh size, material, Beam selection and contact definitions specific for problem 

statement describe in this thesis. This drop test simulation helps to improve the design of Lifting frame while it is in 

design life cycle, which reduces the cost of iterative physical testing and reduce the product life cycle time to great 

extent. Simulation is done considering free fall from 5 cm, which consumes approx. 15 hrs. of computational time. 

From the simulation results it can be concluded that lifting frame is meeting all criteria for drop test allowable limits 

per DNV 2.7-1 and so it’s passing the Drop Test and Design will survive in event of accidental drop. 

. 
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